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CURRENT CONTENTS CONNECT®

THE WORLD’S PREMIER MULTIDISCIPLINARY CURRENT AWARENESS RESOURCE

WHAT YOU’LL FIND
• Daily updates
• Coverage of over 8,500 leading, global, peerreviewed research journals and 9,000 relevant,
evaluated Web sites and documents
• Complete tables of contents, abstracts, and
bibliographic information
• Expert, cover-to-cover indexing
• Multidisciplinary, multipublisher, pre-published
content
• Direct links to your full-text collections
• Full integration with ISI Web of KnowledgeSM
capabilities, including analysis and author
identification tools

WHAT YOU CAN DO
• Get a complete, multidisciplinary picture of the
latest developments in global research
• Find high-impact articles from peer-reviewed,
influential journals
• Uncover relevant results in related fields
• Discover emerging trends that help you pursue
successful research and grant acquisition
• Integrate searching, writing, and bibliography
creation into one streamlined process

UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION FROM RELEVANT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, AND WEB SITES
Current Contents Connect is a comprehensive current
awareness database available through the Thomson
Reuters Web of Knowledge platform. Every journal
included in Current Contents Connect has met the
high standards of an objective evaluation process that
eliminates clutter and excess and delivers data that is
accurate, meaningful, and timely. And cover-to-cover
indexing assures you of access to all the valuable
information available in a journal—not just the articles.
CC Connect® also covers selected Web sites.

Browse journals’ tables of contents
Browse complete tables of contents of
print and electronic journals.

THE WEB OF KNOWLEDGE ADVANTAGE
You can simultaneously search CC Connect with other
Web of Knowledge resources your institution subscribes
to. The powerful capabilities of this premier research
platform make searching, analyzing, and organizing
global research data more efficient and effective. And
one common vocabulary within this platform enables
your search terms to be matched to all relevant terms
that may be categorized differently in other databases,
delivering more complete and relevant results.

Web of Knowledge homepage
Search CC Connect with other Web of Knowledge
content, for a complete, unified search.

CURRENT CONTETNS CONNECT

ALERTING AND RSS FEEDS
Keep up to date with the information that matters to
you. Save searches as email alerts and set up RSS feeds
for saved searches.
AVAILABLE IN SEVEN EDITIONS AND
TWO COLLECTIONS
Editions
• Life Sciences—over 1,400 journals
• Clinical Medicine—over 1,380 journals
Refine Results
Narrow down your results using categories meaningful
to your search.

ANALYZE TOOL
Find hidden trends and patterns, gain insight into
emerging fields of research, identify leading researchers,
institutions, and journals, and trace the history of a
particular field of study. You can analyze results by
author, publication year, journal subject category,
institution, language or source title, and view a
numerical, percentage and graphical representation of
the analysis.

• E
 ngineering, Computing & Technology—
over 1,240 journals
• A
 griculture, Biology & Environmental Sciences—
over 1,170 journals
• P
 hysical, Chemical & Earth Sciences—over 1,270
journals
• Social & Behavioral Sciences—over 1,890 journals
• Arts & Humanities—over 1,150 journals
Collections
• Business Collection—over 230 journals
• E
 lectronics & Telecommunications Collection—
over 200 journals

AUTHOR FINDER
Quickly distinguish between authors who have the same
name and group an author’s output when the name is
recorded in several different formats.
ENDNOTE® WEB
Create bibliographies on the go with EndNote Web,
fully integrated into Web of Knowledge and freely
available to any user. With EndNote Web, you can
easily access and organize your references online as
you search Web of Knowledge, PubMed® and hundreds
of library OPACs directly. You can send references to
EndNote Web as you search, share EndNote Web folders
with others, store references online between search
sessions and transfer your files to EndNote on the
desktop for further management.

EndNote Web
Build a bibliography as you search, and format
your papers instantly.
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